Abstract-We propose in this paper a generalization of perco-section 5 and 6, a percolation based modeling of forest fire, lation processes in Z2 using the pretopology theory. We formalize expressed on a pretopological space, and its simulation. We the notion of neighborhood by extending it to the concept of conclude, in section 7, with a discussion of the results and proximity, expressing different types of connections that may future work. exist between the elements of a population. A modeling and simulation of forest fire using this approach shows the efficiency of this formalism to provide a realistic and powerful modeling II. PERCOLATION THEORY of complex systems. The first percolation model was introduced by Simon Broad-
I. INTRODUCTION bent et John M. Hammersley in 1957, using the example of a
Percolation Theory studies the deterministic propagation porous stone immersed in a bucket of water. This fundamental fluid' on a random medium [4] . As phase transition question was asked: What is the probability that the center phenof enon, an abrupt change in the behavior of the system of the stone is wetted? Equivalently, what is the probability phenomenon, an abrupt change in the behavior of the system, tha an inint siz peclto 'lse fprseit.Ti observed~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ĩn peclto'rcse sacaatrsi rpr that an infinite size percolation cluster of pores exists. This y probability depends on the porosity of the stone (i.e. the of complex systems, percolation theory was successfully applied to model and simulate complex phenomena in statistical densityo pores [4] Physical problems are mathematically modeled as a network physics, economy and recently in social networks. However, of points (or vertices) and the connections ( where P is the percolation probability which indicates the The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, probability of appearance of the giant cluster in the system. we present an overview of percolation theory. 
a Moore neighborhood. In fact, with a Moore neighborhood The pseudo-closure is associated to the dilation process (figure we obtain a giant connected cluster with less density (i.e. 6). probability of active sites.
We can also define a pretopological space (E, i) using the interior map (figure 7). VA, A C E we define the interior is the most important factor. In fact, fire spreads by ignition of nearby trees, and the density of trees decides how far the fire Using pretopology we can define a general percolation spreads. If the trees are sparse, the fire will burn out before it process including the classical ones and allowing new ones. gets very far. If the forest density exceeds a certain threshold, The advantage of this approach is that it allows us to formulate the fire will burn straight through the forest. and treat structural dynamical aspects of complex systems in Several percolation based models were presented to simulate a unified manner. Percolation processes on Z2 depend on the the propagation of fire through forests. In these models, neighborhood. Using a neighborhood basis (set of objects of generally, trees are arranged in a rectangular grid where the V(x)) expressed in a pretopological space, any neighborhood spread of fire is propagated from a tree to its neighbors, V(x) can be constructed. The diversity of the connections defined in an ad-hoc manner. The basic difference between between the elements can be expressed by adapting the choice these model is the neighborhood definition (figure 11). For of the pseudoclosure to the studied problem.
example, some models using a Von Neumann neighborhood A. Neighborhood sets are not realistic because they do not take into account the wind Let (E, i, a) be a V pretopological space. effect. For this reason models using the anisotropic percolation Vxc C E :or oriented percolation were developed in order to provide V(z) {V c E/ E i(V)} a more realistic modeling [7] . All these models could be considered as particular cases of a general percolation model V1A, A C E, a(A) = {x C E/\1VV V C V(z), VOA #t 0} If lation processes formalism but also provide a more efficient we consider, for example, three different neighborhoods as in modeling. A preliminary simulation and implementation of the concept of neighborhood and in a pretopological space was performed using Java ( figure 15 and 16) . The user can define until five neighborhood bases (to express the direction of the wind or ercoFre the presence of an obstacle) and specify the number of the iterations. Trees are generated randomly according to fixed probability (i.e. density) using a slider. We assumed that burning trees will be consumed after three iterations. The tion, to generalize percolation processes in Z2 and to enhance the modeling of complex phenomena and distributed systems. In a future work, we aim to provide a general formalism unifying the mathematical description of percolation processes and cellular automata in order to express the heterogeneity of neighborhoods and local dynamics in asynchronous distributed systems.
